
 AWCP homeschooling Education Pack

Exploring 
Wildlife  



Home   Learning
This resource has been created to give you some ideas 
and to learn more about the natural world and the 
animals at the AWCP, all of which can be done at home. 
Each activity has minimal set up and you can use 
everyday household items and craft items. 

You can do the activities in any order. Use the activities 
as they are or adapt them to better suit you. Some 
activities are aimed at younger or older children, all can 
be achieved with adult supervision and guidance…you 
might even enjoy it and learn something new! 

You will find a vocabulary page at the end of the 
document with useful words and definitions to help.

First activity: 

Think of an animal at the AWCP (check out our gallery 
on our website to remind yourself). Write down the 
name of the animal on a piece of paper or draw the 
animal. Do not show the other player(s). 

The other players have to guess ‘Who you are’. Count 
how many clues it took to guess each animal. Try to use 
animals classifications, such as; “am I a mammal?”. 
Define terms before hand and get children used to 
using them.



Fur, Feathers, Skin & Scales
Print off Worksheet 1 at the end of this document, or if you 
don’t have a printer, draw the animals on a sheet of 
paper to recreate, or open the PDF in ‘draw or paint’ on 
your computer and edit the image on the computer.  

Talk about Classification of animals and why it’s 
important: For older children: Explore and research the 
history of classification from Aristotle to Linneaus. Search 
online for recently discovered species. 

Choose an animal from the AWCP and research more 
about this species. Create a poster or information board 
on your findings and its distinguishing features. 

Go on a walk somewhere wild, just a grassy verge will do! 
(practicing social distancing) - find as many bugs and 
animal species as you can. Try not to disturb them too 
much but if you have a bug-viewer, use that to have a 
good look.  

Fill in the classification Worksheet 2 at the end of this 
pack.



Rainforest Animals
1. Learn vocabulary words with students (see Worksheet 3) 

2. Discuss the term ‘endangered’. For older pupils investigate 
different levels of conservation status: extinct, endangered, 
threatened, least concern, etc. 
Why are rainforest animals more prone to being endangered? 

4. Have students create food chains showing connections between 
rainforest animals. 
Students will need to research animal diets. 

5. Plan an imaginary trip to a rainforest (Amazon rainforest, Congo 
Basin, Pacific 
Islands rainforest, etc.). What will you need for your trip? How long 
will it take you to get there? What animals do you expect to see? 
Role play this trip. What can you see, smell and hear? 

6. Cut pictures from magazines or find pictures online and make a 
class collage of animals they want to see at the zoo. The collage 
could focus on animals with 
similar adaptations, animals that live in the same habitat etc. 

8. Read about what animals need to survive in their habitat. Design 
a zoo living space for your favourite animal. Make sure all the 
animal’s specific needs are met. 



FOREST FLOOR LAYERS - 0-5 metres 
This is the darkest area of the rainforest; it is covered 
by a layer of leaf litter and fruit dropped from the trees. 
Animals include: pygmy hippos, ants, anacondas.

Rainforest layers

EMERGENT LAYER - 40+ metres 
This is the top layer of the rainforest. The trees here 
receive the most sunlight and can grow to 60 
metres tall! 
Animals include: parrots, hornbills, butterflies

CANOPY LAYER - 30-40 metres 
Estimates suggest 50% of ALL plant species are 
found in this layer of the rainforest. 
Animals include: orangutans, monkeys, frogs.

UNDERSTORY LAYER - 5-30 metres 
Very little sunlight reaches this area. The trees here only 
grow up to around 6 metres tall. 
Animals include: chimpanzees, Burmese pythons

(We have included rainforest species from the AWCP. What 
other species from the Wildlife Park are also rainforest 



Rainforest crafts
Get crafty and create your own rainforest at 
home! 

Why not turn a corner of your home into a 
rainforest. Using recycled plastics and cardboard, 
yogurt pots etc. Get inventive creating hanging 
vines, leaves and tree trunks for your bedroom. 

You can also create a rainforest in a bottle: follow 
this link: https://ptaourchildren.org/earth-day-
craft-rainforest-in-a-bottle/



The IUCN Red List of Threatened SpeciesTM sorts animals into 
groups depending on how threatened they are. 

There are currently more than 31,000 species threatened 
with extinction, and these are only the species we have 
data for! 

Can you name one animal that is: 

1. Endangered   ___________________ 

2. Extinct in the Wild   ________________ 

3. Vulnerable  __________________ 

Have a look on the IUCN website to find out more about 
endangered species and how they are classified: https://
www.iucnredlist.org 

(Ask an adult to help you) 

One way to help is by choosing food with this logo on at 
the supermarket.  

This logo means that the companies  

are making sure they only use  

Sustainable Palm Oil in their products. 

Which animal is this most likely to help? 

____________________________________  

Which animals at the AWCP are affected by Palm oil 
plantations in the wild? 

_______________________________________________ 

Endangered Species

Family of lemurs. Over % of the 103 lemur species are 
endangered

https://www.iucnredlist.org
https://www.iucnredlist.org
https://www.iucnredlist.org
https://www.iucnredlist.org


Threats to species
Why animals become endangered is important to understand, especially 
since humans are a major cause. 

• Invasive Species 

• Pollution 

• Poaching 

•Overuse 

•Habitat Loss (Destruction and Fragmentation) 

The destruction of habitats is one of the most serious threats to wildlife across 
the world, and many habitats are affected. Habitat loss happens when 
humans convert the habitat into a different land use. With this new use, the 
animals have nowhere to live. Some of the reasons habitat is lost include: 
houses (space to build homes and cities), roads, tourist resorts, farming, 
mining, factories, grazing pastures, and timber industries. The meat industry is 
one of the most destructive. Soy production to feed farm animals is the 
number one cause of deforestation in the Amazon, as well as cattle 
ranching. 

We set up our ‘Habits for Habits’ campaign for this reason. If we want to 
save species, we need to get humans onboard, saving habitats by 
changing their habits. 

Commercial and illegal logging as well as forest clearing for agriculture are 
the top reasons for habitat loss worldwide, especially problematic with 
rainforest animals. 



Invasive Species (Alien Species, Introduced Species) 

In their natural habitat, every animal has a specific role (a niche). 
The natural ecosystem always stays in balance, populations of 
specific animals or plants might change but will return to a natural 
balance. However, when animals or plants that do not belong in 
the habitat are introduced into the environment they can disturb 
this balance. 

Pollution  

Pollution is anything that doesn’t belong in the natural 
environment. Physical and chemical pollution can damage the 
quality of water, air and soil. One type of pollution is chemicals to 
control insects and plants (herbicides, pesticides and fertilisers). 
These can directly poison animals, and can cause food chain to 
collapse. 

Litter is another type of pollution. Some litter (food products) can 
biodegrade relatively quickly and return to things found in nature. 
Other types of litter, such as plastic, do not biodegrade. Plastic is 
inert, and if dropped somewhere, will stay there for hundreds or 
even thousands of years. Without a way to remove plastic, it 
accumulates in rivers and flows to the sea. All the oceans of the 
world now have giant patches of floating plastic rubbish mainly 
caused by people dropping it on land. 

Air pollution is a major cause of problems for humans and animals 
Chemicals in the air make it hard for animals to breath. 

Noise and light pollution are also a major course of death in birds, 
who fly into lit windows and the noise from boats and sonar 
confuses whales and results in them getting beached. 

Poaching 

Poaching is simply illegal hunting. Hunting of endangered animals 
is illegal in many countries. However, because there is a lot of 
money in the illegal wildlife trade, people still hunt these animals. 
This includes hunting for fur, horns, ivory, medicine, etc. 

Overuse (Over exploitation) 

Overuse is when too much is taken from the natural environment. 
This includes over- fishing, over-grazing, over-logging, harvesting 
coral, harvesting plants, taking guano, capturing animals for pets, 
etc. This is unsustainable, especially if the species reproduces 
slowly.

More threats to wildlife

Deforestation in Madagascar. Only 10% of the forest remains



Endangered Footprints
The AWCP has been working with the Pharah Foundation in the UK to 
bring their Pharah Footprints(TM) to Gibraltar. 

Why not try this at home? Search the IUCN website for your favourite 
endangered species: www.iucnredlist.org 

Find out as much as you can about this species, where it lives, what it 
eats, why it is endangered, how long it lives etc. 

Make an information chart or a poster with the information, try to make it 
as eye-catching as possible. Imagine you are trying to persuade people 
to help this species. How will you persuade people to care? 

Then find an image of its footprint or a closely related species. Create a 
stencil and use this stencil to make colourful prints using a water-based 
paint. Make sure you use the correct IUCN colour coding for this species!  

**Ask permission do do this on a wall or an outdoor space in your house 
or on some old 

What is the colour code for these AWCP species? 

Ring-tailed lemur _____________________ 

Asian short-clawed otter __________________ 

African Grey parrot ____________________ 



Adaptations
Adaptations play a critical role in the survival of an 
animal. Adaptations are any behavioural or physical 
characteristics of an animal that help it to survive in its 
environment. There are two types of adaptations:  

A physical adaptation is some type of structural 
modification made to a part of the animal’s body; it is 
something on or in an animal that helps it survive. For 
example, polar bears have a thick layer of blubber to 
help them stay warm in their Arctic habitat.  

A behavioural adaptation is something an animal does - 
how it acts - usually in response to some type of external 
stimulus. For example, song birds migrate to warmer 
places for the winter so they can find food.  

Adaptation Vocabulary: 
• Adaptation:  A body part, body covering, or behaviour that 

helps an animal survive in its environment.  

• Behaviour: The actions of an animal.  

• Camouflage: colour or shape in an animal's body covering 
that helps it blend into its  
environment.  

• Environment: Everything that surrounds and affects a living 
thing; it includes non-living  
things, such as water and air, as well as other living things.  

• Habitat: The place where an animal lives and finds food, 
water, shelter, and space needed  
to survive.  



Bird Migration
Bird Migration in Gibraltar 

You may or may not have noticed during this 
lockdown, the large amount of larger birds passing 
overhead. This is the twice yearly ‘bird migration’. 
Every spring (February to May) and autumn (July and 
October) one of the greatest natural events occurs; 
the migration of millions of birds.  
The Strait of Gibraltar at its narrowest point (14 Km) is 
the best spot in Europe to watch the bird migration 
between the two continents, Europe and Africa. So 
this is the ideal time to get bored watching. 

The migration happens over Gibraltar when the winds 
are westerly and over Tarifa (the shortest crossing) 
when the winds are Easterly or Levanter or light. 
Sometimes when we have a strong or heavy levanter 
during this time, many migratory birds will stop to rest in 
Gibraltar until the cloud has lifted. At this time you may 
see larger birds such as the Griffon vulture or kites (a 
bird of prey) being harassed by the gulls. Some may 
even need to be rescued by the Gibraltar 
Ornithological & Natural History Society - Raptor 
Rescue Unit. These birds are rested and released as 
soon as possible to allow them to continue on their 
journey. 

In late March a few clear days saw thousands of birds 
passing overhead, local ornithologists delighted in the 
sight. Black kite migrating



What is migration?
You might have heard the term ‘flying south for the winter.’ The term refers to the practice where birds fly across long distances 
to avoid the cold, harsh winter. Birds migrate south for the winter every year and will return to where they were born once the 
cold passes and food is readily available once more. 
Migration is when an animal moves from region or habitat to another during a particular season. Birds migrate twice a year, in 
order to find food, breed, grow or to find a better climate. Birds migrate to places which are warm, have an adequate food 
supply and are safe for breeding. Even birds that do not fly can migrate, such as penguins that migrate by swimming. 

Some birds fly record distances to keep up their lifestyle. The Arctic tern, for example, is used to cold climates. Instead of 
spending their winter on a beach somewhere, they will fly approximately 38,600 kms from the Arctic Circle to Antarctica where 
they are able to enjoy a similar cool climate. This pattern is reversed for birds that are native to the Southern hemisphere. 
However, since there is more continental land in the Northern hemisphere, these patterns are more visible when it is winter there 
and hence the term- flying south for the winter. 

What birds do we see over Gibraltar during migration 
season? 

Gibraltar is renowned as being one of the key areas to 
observe migration. 
Species seen from March to May range from: Black Kite, 
Egyptian Vulture, Short-toed Eagle, Marsh and Montagu’s 
Harriers, Buzzard, Booted Eagle and Osprey to Bee-eater, 
Hoopoe, Great Spotted Cuckoo, Turtle Dove, Northern & 
Black-eared Wheatears, Subalpine & Spectacled Warblers, 
Willow Warbler, Western Olivacious Warbler, Whinchat, 
Common Redstart, Tree & Tawny Pipit, Grasshopper Warbler, 
Reed Warbler, Orphean Warbler, Melodious Warbler, Ortolan 
Bunting to name just a few!  More scarce migrants include 
Lanner Falcon, Roller, Stone Curlew and others.  

This fantastic array of birds draws attention from the world 
ornithologists who flock to the Straits of Gibraltar to watch 
the spectacle.  

Aren’t we lucky to live underneath such a fantastic 
spectacle?!  



Identification of birds
Some bird species such as the Common and pallid swift 
have just returned to Gibraltar to breed. They spend the 
winter months in Africa, then return to Gibraltar and 
Europe to breed in the summer months when food is 
abundant.  

Activities: Research these questions on the swift: 
 Have you seen or heard the swifts this month? Where 
do they nest? What do they eat? What is special about 
swifts? 

We can create homes for swifts by installing swift nest 
boxes: 
https://www.rspb.org.uk/get-involved/activities/give-
nature-a-home-in-your-garden/garden-activities/
createahighhomeforswifts/#high_home 

More migration activities: 
Migration is a risky business, they have to navigate 
without GPS for a start! Habitat destruction is  
How can we help migratory birds? 

What is an ornithologist and what do they do? 

Task: Imagine you were an ornithologist recording the 
passage of birds. Where in Gibraltar wold you position 
yourself for the best view at each migration (Spring and 
Autumn)?  
Design a recording sheet to collect the data. Maybe 
include illustrations or photos of the species as seen from 
below to help yourself identify the birds. 

https://www.rspb.org.uk/get-involved/activities/give-nature-a-home-in-your-garden/garden-activities/createahighhomeforswifts/#high_home
https://www.rspb.org.uk/get-involved/activities/give-nature-a-home-in-your-garden/garden-activities/createahighhomeforswifts/#high_home
https://www.rspb.org.uk/get-involved/activities/give-nature-a-home-in-your-garden/garden-activities/createahighhomeforswifts/#high_home
https://www.rspb.org.uk/get-involved/activities/give-nature-a-home-in-your-garden/garden-activities/createahighhomeforswifts/#high_home
https://www.rspb.org.uk/get-involved/activities/give-nature-a-home-in-your-garden/garden-activities/createahighhomeforswifts/#high_home
https://www.rspb.org.uk/get-involved/activities/give-nature-a-home-in-your-garden/garden-activities/createahighhomeforswifts/#high_home


Habits for Habitats
Our ‘Habits for Habitats’ campaign was set up last year to 
encourage people to think more about how to change 
their habits in order to help save species and habitats all 
over the world! 

What is a habit and how do we change it? 

 
‘A habit is a a settled or regular tendency or practice, especially 

one that is hard to give up” 

If you want to break a habit, the general advice is to 
replace it with a new and easier habit. 

What habits can we change to help habitats? 

Refer back to the Endangered species section and remind 
yourself of threats to species. How do your every day 
habits contribute to the loss of habitats. Write a list of 
habits to change and new habits that are healthier for the 
planet. (You can also refer to our website: https://
www.awcp.gi/habitsforhabitats 

Habitat loss is the number one cause of the decline and 
extinction of species. 

https://www.awcp.gi/habitsforhabitats
https://www.awcp.gi/habitsforhabitats
https://www.awcp.gi/habitsforhabitats
https://www.awcp.gi/habitsforhabitats


Habitats at home 

There are many ways to help create 
habitats for wildlife at home, even in 
Gibraltar where many do not have 
much space, you can contribute to 
providing homes or feeding stations 
for wildlife. 

Here are a few ideas! 

Gibraltar’s Ministry for the Environment 
have an interactive education page 
with fund games related to local 
wildlife:   http://
www.thinkinggreen.gov.gi/education/
kidszone/ 

They also have information on our 
Conscious Eating Campaign which 
was created in collaboration with 
Thinking Green Gibraltar. 

How can you reduce your meat 
consumption? Think up some tasty 
meat-free snacks and meals or check  

out some recipes here: 

https://www.delish.com/cooking/
g4141/vegetarian-recipes-for-kids/ 

Why not try to cook one of the meals 
for your family? (get your parents to 
help you and remember to ask first!) 

Habits for habitats 

Bee and bug hotelsHome-made recycled 
bird feeders

Swift nests

Bat Boxes

Butterfly feeding tablesWild flower window box



Fur, feathers, skin & scales

All these animals live at the AWCP  
Colour us in! 

Put a tick next to the animals with fur


Put a cross next to the animals with feathers


Put an O next to the animals with scales


Number of animals with fur:


Number of animals with feathers:


Number of animals with scales:

Worksheet 1






What I saw 
(Species) 

Where I saw it 
(Microhabitat)

How many we saw 
(Abundance)

Type of animal 
(Classification)

What it looked like 
(Description/drawing

Bug Hunt and classification sheet

Worksheet 2



Adaptation Activity

Draw an arrow from each animal to indicate whether they are 
displaying an adaptive behaviour, and adaptive trait or both

Sulcata tortoise hard 
shell to protect it from 
predators

Barbary macaque thick 
fur to keep warm 

Rabbits have large ears so 
they can hear and avoid 
danger

Some bats 
hibernate through 
a long winter

Otters toes are webbed 
to help them swim

Adaptive Behaviour

Adaptive Trait

Adaptive Behaviour 
& Adaptive Trait

Worksheet 4 
Adaptations are the result of evolution. Evolution is a change in a species over long 
periods of time. It is this process of change over time that is the key to how many 
animals develop adaptations. Over time, animals that are better adapted to their 
environment survive and breed more. Animals that are not well adapted to an 
environment may not survive. 

Adapta'on Vocabulary:

• Adaptation:  A body part, body covering, or behaviour that 
helps an animal survive in its environment.  

• Behaviour: The actions of an animal.  

• Camouflage: colour or shape in an animal's body covering 
that helps it blend into its  
environment.  

• Environment: Everything that surrounds and affects a living 
thing; it includes non-living  
things, such as water and air, as well as other living things.  

• Habitat: The place where an animal lives and finds food, 
water, shelter, and space needed  
to survive.  

• Survival: Using adaptations to continue to live. 

Worksheet 3



Label the rainforest layers and 
rainforest animals Draw lines 
matching the animals to the 
rainforest layer

Rainforest layers
Worksheet 5





CONSERVATION 
EDUCATION 

ENDANGERED 
FRUITBAT 

GIBRALTAR 
HABITAT 
LEMUR 

MACAQUE 
OTTER 

PARROT 
PEACOCK 

PIG 
RABBIT 
SNAKE 

TAMARIN 
TORTOISE 

E N D A N G E R E D O C H H Y V M Q L Y M W E R X 
J X G D U H G Y C K X N Y K Q V P N P M A G J Y Z 
P W A G J A N D W B O H Y M G B X D A W N O F Y V 
J V I I D B E I B I C I G N X M H R R G G Z L V O 
F I V A R X L D T M C O F D W M A W R C G O D A P 
Q B B K U D Y A U O Q C A W T B Q E O G V C X P L 
K T U R L M V M A C A Q U E B K R K T A S D L A I 
R V Y I A R Z D L T A B T I U R F A K L G J K U O 
I E F S E R T O Z G F T T V G L Z N U I V H R Z O 
O E T S A Z Z K D U G R I L T U A S P S I O R C H 
L D N T Z H T G G L N J S O M P R I E W Z F G U H 
P O T Q O Y G E I N B A E S N M R U S B P I L Y B 
C X D W C N J Z B S D J B S T J U L Q C B V L W D 
O O V L A B V L R L R N S S I B H D Q Y T M M A C 
T E N Q F I D B A I W X V Z F O D K W B K M A H F 
Z A W T Z H L U L R Z H Z K I S T G A C J D P L Y 
H V M T C G Y P T U K W U R R U D R O L I A X Z L 
X D A A G S X F A L Z V K C R B B C O H Y F D R Y 
S C Q T R D N A R F L R J U C T A N S T K U X G X 
E H T I V I I E E R W R R D T E O T E C I G M W Y 
Y E Y B M D N R U M E L M O P D S C U P I M I L U 
L R Y A V D M B Z E A V Y Y B R T L Y K W V Y Y S 
Y V X H F L Q X B M V K N T Q R F K L B Q P X Q F 
D V U I E N I E R L S V M Y Q X D M Q D T U J J E 
N P T G C W D O U G Z I Y J Z O U P O J Y P E Q U 

Find these AWCP key words!

AWCP FUN WORDSEARCH


